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**Midi Premium**

**£7,990**

Simple and reliable unit with generous specification.
- EMS-type piezo scaler as standard
- 2 fibre optic handpiece outlets as standard
- pneumatic unit based on quality DCI parts
- comfortable, seamless, artificial leather upholstery
- 4 basic movements and 4 programmable settings
- made in Europe, only 7% VAT

---

**SterilClave 18 S**

Large, 18L B-type autoclave for everyday sterilisation, integrated printer.

**£2,640**

RRP **£3,150**

---

**SterilClave 24 B**

Large, 24L B-type autoclave for busy practices, integrated printer.

**£4,690**

RRP **£5,600**

---

**SterilClave 68**

Large, 68L B-type autoclave with dual 18L options.

**£3,820**

RRP **£4,550**

---

**Cominox autoclaves**
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**Oswald Browne Associates**

**Dental Practice Brokers**

**Practice Valuations...**

**Buying a Practice?**

**Selling a Practice?**

**Practice loans arranged**

**Confidential - Discreet - Experienced**

**Reliable service**

**Contact: Oswald Browne**

Tel: 020 8686 2367  Email: dental@oswaldbrowne.plus.com

www.oswaldbrownedentalbrokers.com

---

**Medics Professional Mortgage Services**

Very competitive fixed rates - House and Practice Finance
Surgery Finance - Bank of England Base (from) + 1.00%
100% Mortgage Finance - House and Practice
Extremely Enhanced Income Multiples

+44 (0) 1403 780 770

---

**Practique**

Why not sit out the crunch in comfort for a price you will prefer?

**www.stevensseating.co.uk**

01243 267 386
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